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STUDY LOUNGE TAKES ON OVERFLOW—Pictured is one of
two basement study lounges in Miller Hall which accommodated
dormitory overflow during fall registration. Originally designed
for such an emergency, the rooms provided built-in wardrobes and

dressers. The m axim um number of students assigned to these
rooms reached 12 during mid-registration. That number has grad
ually shrunk and at present only two students occupy the rooms.
Students were not charged for these temporary quarters.

Pay raises limited
By Christie Coburn
Faculty members at the University of Montana directly ex
perienced the effects of President Richard Nixon’s wage-price
freeze this fall when they received their first check at last
year’s wage rate.
Faculty members and other personnel on academic year ap
pointment were affected by the freeze while non-academic per
sonnel, including University administrators, are on fiscal year
contracts and already had accrued earnings at the new rate.

Faculty contracts are made for
the academic year, beginning in
September. Faculty m e m b e r s
teaching during Summer Session
were paid at their contract rate for
the prior year.
According to UM President Rob
ert T. Pantzer, the wage situation
is “inequitable” and creates “two
classes of citizens on campus.” The
University will attempt to provide
retroactive raises at the end of the
freeze period, he said.
Funds that would have been
used for faculty pay raises will
not be released for other use, ac
cording to Calvin Murphy, UM
business manager. No ruling has
been made by the Cost of Living
Council or Internal Revenue Ser
vice permitting retroactive raises.
The Board of Regents has re
quested the executive secretary
of the Montana University System
to seek an equitable solution to
the problem, Pantzer said.
Students will pay increased fees
and board and room rates an
nounced last spring. The fees were
exempted from the freeze by the
Internal Revenue Service because
“substantial transactions” had al
ready been made in the form of de
posits at the time the freeze was
imposed, according to George Mit
chell, administrative vice presi
dent.
Fees increased $15 a quarter
for in-state students and $60 a
quarter for non-residents.
“If increases had not been ap

proved, bonding commitments on
the dormitories could not have
been met,” he said.
The most drastic effects of the
freeze are appearing at the Associ
ated Students Store, the studentowned bookstore. Larry Hansen,
store manager, estimates that the
store already may have lost $10,000 in planned revenue.
Most of the books had already
been priced and placed on the
shelves when President Nixon an
nounced the freeze, Hansen said,
so many hours of labor were
needed to reprice every copy of
more than 200 editions before
classes began in the fall.
Hansen said the Internal Reve
nue Service has ruled that books
that have not been sold in the store
since May 25, 1970, may be con
sidered new merchandise and sold
at the publishers’ list price, while
books that have been sold since
that date are frozen at last year’s
prices.
His appeal to the Internal Reve
nue Service for a variance was re
jected.
University officials have not yet
been able to determine what the
overall effects of the wage-price
freeze will be. In light of the al
ready difficult budget situation,
any curbs on inflation will help
the University, according to Pant
zer.

“If you measure the success of our country by the health of
our cities, then weWe a failure.”—Stuart Udall, former secre
tary of the interior, speaking to 1,500 townspeople and m em
bers of the University community Sept. 29.
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Budget crunch effects begin

Registration is ‘hassle’
By Vivian Todhunter
A shortage of housing, class sec
tions and faculty hit the Univer
sity of Montana at the beginning of
Fall Quarter, forcing administra
tion officials to extend registration
two days, to set up cots in dormi
tory study lounges and to switch
classes across campus to cope with
the situation.
Rumors bounced back and forth
and along telephone lines as dis
gusted students and parents sought
answers to the big question: What
happened?
What did happen? Administra
tive officials are still trying to sort
out the problem, but several fac
tors quickly became apparent.
The first and major factor was
known even before the end of
Spring Quarter. The University,
because of a cut in funding by the
state legislature, would not be able
to hire additional faculty to teach
the expected increase in students.
A faculty of 400 full-time mem
bers—adequate to teach last year’s
8,511 students—is now teaching
approximately 8,900 students.
New classrooms became avail
able Fall Quarter when the new
Science Complex opened. Despite
this no new class sections could be
added.
Why not?
Richard Landini, academic vicepresident, explained the adminis
tration’s decision not to add more
classes.
There is an optimum number of
students a professor can handle,
he explained. This means that
classes must be limited to that
point where students can still be
taught effectively without over
burdening the instructor.
Beyond that point, the student
suffers because his instructor no
longer has the time to work with
individual students. He becomes
too bogged down in paper work—
grading papers and preparing lec
tures.
Thus the administration and fac
ulty worked out what they consid
ered the optimum size and number
of classes for the current faculty,
Landini said. The result was no

new class sections, but some in
crease in the size of many classes.
Many people have wondered if
registration problems resulted from
just too many new students.
Wayne Woolston, registrar, ex
plained that the increase in stu
dents was not unexpected and did
not exceed the projected increase.
Nor was there a disproportionate
increase in out-of-state students.
Last year 20 per cent of the stu
dent population was from out-ofstate. Though the numbers of outof-state students admitted did in
crease this fall, their proportion to
in-state students remained the
same, said Jack Hoover, director
of admissions.
By Sept. 15 the University had
admitted 2,365 freshman, an in
crease of 837, or 31 per cent, over
last year.
However, only 600 of these fresh
man enrolled during pre-registra
tion sessions in July and August.
The remaining freshmen enrolled

News analysis
first during regular registration.
The confusion during registra
tion itself was less that of numbers
than that of procedure, Woolston
said. He explained that renova
tion of the Field House left the
University without a building large
enough to accommodate the entire
registration process.
Thus, students picked up packets
in the University Center ballroom,
then went to the Women’s Center
to pay fees. Many students, having
picked up their packets, delayed
paying their fees until the last
day of registration. The result was
a long line of fee-payers late Wed
nesday afternoon in front of the
Women’s Center.
To avoid charging these stu
dents late registration penalties,
the registrar’s office extended reg
istration one more day.
By this time, however, Woolston’s staff recognized another
problem. Many students, particu
larly upperclassmen attempting to
fill requirements for their majors,

found themselves unable to get into
needed classes.
To give these students time to
find professors and get into those
classes, the registrar’s office ex
tended registration for a second
day.
Another problem which contrib
uted to the extension of registra
tion was one which, said Woolston,
“we had absolutely no way to anti
cipate.”
The elimination of group re
quirements for graduation last
spring makes it possible for stu
dents to select over 100 credits in
elective courses.
No longer required to take cer
tain sequence courses, many stu
dents opted for courses which in
terested them.
Thus a biology class which nor
mally enrolls about 400 students
has a fall enrollment near 150.
Another course which usually had
an enrollment of about 150 has
about 270.
Since class sizes are partly deter
mined by the size of the rooms
available, many classes were closed
during registration, then reopened
as the sections were switched to
larger rooms.
And students who couldn’t get
into a class one day found them
selves welcome to attend the next
day.
But getting classes was just half
the battle for some students. A
critical housing shortage in Mis
soula and limited dormitory space
created a surplus of students with
no place to live—o r even to sleep
temporarily.
The residence halls office had
followed a traditional procedure
of trying to maintain maximum
capacity in the dormitories. Under
this procedure, a 2 per cent “noshow” rate is calculated in deter
mining how many students can be
accepted for dormitory space.
“No-shows” are those students
who pay the reserve fee for a
dormitory room, then decide not to
attend the University.
Thus, under normal procedures,
2 per cent more students can be
accepted for dormitory space than
are expected to fill the rooms.
(Continued on page 2)

Frost bites UM athletic program
By Hal Mathew
UM Sports Publicist

The University of Montana ath
letic department may lose up to
$30,000 from its budget this year
because of a federal ruling Sept.
24 on the University’s home game
ticket prices.
The ruling said that ticket price
increases and $1 student admission
prices established last spring can
not go into effect because of Pres
ident Nixon’s wage-price freeze.
The ruling came in a letter to UM
Administrative V i c e President
George L. Mitchell from Donald G.
Eddy, regional director of the Of
fice of Emergency Preparedness in
Denver. The OEP is the policing

SCIENTIFIC INTRIGUE—William L. Waters (indicated by
arrow) listens to an English translation of a paper being read
during the Fifth International Conference on Organo-Metallic Chemistry at Lomonosov State University in Moscow,
U.S.S.R. Waters, a UM professor of chemistry, also presented
a paper at the conference.

Chemist comments on U.S.S.R.,
reads paper at world meeting
Although Russians are definitely its natural resources, including its
opposed to ping-pong, they feel people, within its boundaries and
that their country and the United that the state is more important
States are moving toward a com
than the individual, he said.
mon center in politics and life
Russian scientists are free to do
styles, William L. Waters, a Uni
research but they must report their
versity of Montana chemist, ob
findings to the government, Waters
served recently.
said. He suspects, however, that
Waters, an assistant professor, the Russians are under “more
presented a paper at the Fifth In
stringent regulations than they
ternational Conference on Organo- care to admit.**
Metallic Chemistry at Lomonosov
Waters said he envied the Rus
State University in Moscow as part sians in many respects.
of a two-week tour of the U.S.S.R.
“They are poor, yet equal, and
this August.
very proud of their country,*’ he
His paper, “The Ozonation of said. “They brag about their na
Organo-Metallic Compounds,” was tion’s accomplishments and lack
one of 170 selected for oral pre
of crime.”
sentation from 500 research papers
Even minor petty thefts are rare
submitted. Waters, 32, was the because maximum penalities are
youngest representative to read a imposed for all crimes.
paper.
Waters, a native of Birmingham,
Waters said his Russian col
leagues felt the U.S. dealt the Mich., received his bachelor’s de
U.S.S.R. “a slap in the face” by gree at Kenyon College in 1961 and
his doctorate at the University of
recognizing Red China after Rus
sia spent a fortune trying to gain Hawaii in 1966. He has been a
research chemist for Dole Pine
the Chinese as allies.
“Russia just seems to be a giant apple in Hawaii, and has taught at
paradox,” Waters said. While, on the University of Hawaii, at a Na
one hand, the Russian people tional Science Foundation Summer
would frown at what the U.S. was Institute in American Samoa, and
doing as a nation, they would envy at the University of California at
the technical conveniences and Irvine.
He is married to Alma Vandenfreedoms that U.S. citizens enjoy,
Haak, formerly of Glendale, Calif.
he added.
“Everywhere, the people would They have two girls, Laura, 8, and
say they ‘love America, but hate Melissa, 3.
Nixon*,” Waters said.
Dr. Waters plans to apply for a
The people strongly believed that six-month exchange program to do
the duty of the country is to keep research or teach in the U.S.S.R.

UM Profiles tak es aim
Beginning with this issue, UM Profiles will explore in greater depth
certain aspects of the University.
In this issue we have focused on theater production at the University.
Through interviews with current drama members, faculty members who
have been associated with drama production, and students, we have con
structed a brief outline of the directions of this vital fine arts program.
Special thanks must be paid to the following individuals whose re
search put the drama program into historical perspective: H. G. Merriam,
The University of Montana: A History; Firman H. (Bo) Brown Jr., A
History of Theater in Montana, and Vedder M. Gilbert, UM professor of
English who has studied early theater in Missoula.
The guest editorial examines the past accomplishments and future
course of the arts in Montana.
The December issue of UM Profiles will investigate the University’s
role in the community and state.

agent for the wage-price freeze
ruling. Mitchell had written to the
Denver office asking for a clarifi
cation on ticket prices.
UM Athletic Director J a c k
Swarthout based his $30,000 esti
mate on revenue loss from re
served seat, general admission and
student tickets during football and
basketball seasons.
Athletic department and admin
istration officials so far have not
come up with a plan to repair the
athletic budget.
The estimated $30,000 cut result
ing from the federal ruling would
have been manageable, according
to Swarthout, had that been the
only cut. But a series of circum

Arts stake claim in state
By David E. Nelson
Executive Director, Montana Arts Council

The arts are alive and well in Montana. Not robust, but well,
and the prognosis is good. The most myopic of observers would
attest to a dynamic reawakening of the arts, not only in Montana
but in the nation as well.
Our society is experiencing an agonizing reevaluation which has defined a new perspec
tive of man’s worth, his esthetic facilities and
sense of community. It is in the climate of this
new perspective that we are witnessing a
grassroot’s growth of arts councils, galleries,
theaters and centers for the performing arts.
Recent years have shown Montana to be ex
ceptional in this type of growth.
We are a young state—not far removed from
the rugged era of settlement, when necessity
and practicality governed all activities. A dude
then was a man who couldn’t keep his powder
dry. A few generations later we find the hip
definition of a “good dude” to be one who
spends a considerable amount of his time see
ing that nobody’s powder is dry. A state this young and territo
rially immense cannot borrow its culture from distant population
centers. It must, from necessity, generate its own programs and
facilities at community levels.
Much of what has been accomplished for the arts in Montana
relates to two significant items. One, a sense of dedication and
cooperation by community leaders, and the other, money. In 1965
arts organizations across the nation finally admitted that, impres
sive increases in private donations notwithstanding, .there simply
was not enough money to maintain, let alone foster, growth in the
arts. The 89th Congress was approached; its reply was Public
Law 348 and a smattering of money.
The law created the National Endowment for the Arts and al
though the smattering of money wouldn’t have bought one jet
fighter, it was enough to seed a program of support to the arts.
Concomitantly with the formation of the National Endowment,
the state legislature created the Montana Arts Council which has,
among its other duties, the responsibility of allocating Endowment
funds. From this humble beginning the Endowment programs have
grown. Public response to Congress has indicated that, with the
insight of the state arts councils, the Endowment has successfully
directed its money to the areas of greatest need. At a time when all
federal programs are under sharp scrutiny, and many severely cut,
the Endowment has succeeded in doubling its funding each year.
All this would indicate a very bright future for the arts in com
ing years. If the arts movement were to be evaluated on its intrin
sic worth and success, then a golden era of culture would be a
strong possibility. However, the arts in general, like many other
areas of promise, are intricately tied to a sound economy and stable
society. Should that painful reevaluation, that has so keenly indi
cated our need for a redirection of values, become a national neu
rosis of self-flagellation, then the arts along with the humanities
are sure to suffer.
The birth of any promising new era is not without its perils and
whatever the eventualities, Montana is a unique hinterland for the
arts. We need not be reticent about our 6 fine civic symphonies,
13 summer stock theaters, 5 new art centers, a promising new
program for dance and a new studio theater in Billings.
Although our removal from the mainstream of the art world has
its disadvantages, it also tends to foster a sound environment for
the serious artist. The ranks of exceptional ceramists building
studios in the state grows yearly. And an admirable number of
artists in many media rely solely on their work for income in our
state, unusual for a non-industrial economy.
When all is chaotic, many nations have found reason to turn to
the hinterlands for leadership. Perhaps the future role of Montana
and the arts has a responsibility greater than we might care to
realize.

stances last year had already
lopped $45,700 off his budget.
“We’re down $76,000 from our
o r i g i n a l budget ($353,700),**
Swarthout said, “and we’re in real
trouble. People say we can cut
somewhere, but we’ve already cut
to the bone and now we have $30,000 more to take out.”
Swarthout says he and his de
partment considered the original
budget a conservative one, only a
slight increase over the previous
year. The $45,700 loss resulted
from a series of incidents—UM
students decided to reduce their
support of athletics, the state cut
10 per cent of a portion of the bud
get, and the University increased
its board and room rates and fees,
which increased the department’s
scholarship costs.
The athletic department had
raised reserved ticket prices from
$4 to $5 and from $3.50 to $4 and
general admission tickets from
$2.50 to $3. The $1 admission price
for students was set by the stu
dents themselves when they voted
to reduce their part in funding the
athletic budget from $8 a quarter
to $7.
Formerly, students got into home
games free if they paid their activ
ity fee, and that apparently will be
the situation again this year.
“We handled the $45,700 loss by
cuts throughout the program,”
Swarthout explained. Cuts were
made in recruiting and travel.
The Nixon Administration has
indicated it will lift the wageprice freeze in November, but as
UM athletic department business
manager Earl Martell pointed out,
post-freeze controls may prohibit
the University from raising prices
indefinitely.
Swarthout said the University
will not discontinue athletics this
year, despite the loss in funds.
Swarthout’s major problem is
that most of the departmental ex
penditures have already been
made. New football equipment and
uniforms are already slightly used
and uniforms and equipment for
the other sports are already either
here or on their way.
Contracts have been signed ior
football and basketball games and
because of guarantees to visiting
teams ($3,500 for each football
game and $1,500 for each basket
ball game) it would be more ex
pensive to cancel these engage
ments.
Scholarships have already been
handed out, and it would violate
NCAA rules to revoke them for
other than academic or disciplinary
reasons.
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Fall registration woes, new problems explained
(Continued from page 1)
But this is no normal year. The
“no-show” rate by the middle of
registration was less than 1 per
cent. And many students, unable
to find off-campus housing, tried
to find space in the dormitories.
“Two years ago we started the
year with a 12 per cent vacancy
rate,” said Tom Hayes, residence
halls director.
This year, however, when stu
dents started arriving on campus,
81 students were forced to sleep in
study rooms. A week later that
number was reduced to 23.

A waiting list for dormitory
space contained about 40 names.
Even before registration was
over, however, the housing office
was seeking places to put any stu
dents who were yet without rooms.
The overflow students were all
men. This alleviated part of the
problem. Corbin Hall was con
verted entirely to a men’s dormi
tory. And temporary partitions
were erected in North Corbin to
make part of it a men’s dormitory.
Two fraternities also offered
space for 12 men.
Time was the biggest problem,
Hayes noted. Reserved rooms

which had not been claimed could
not be re-assigned until the end of
late registration.
Hayes noted that students in
temporary housing were unhappy.
“But,” he added, “we had to do
something to help these students.
Many of them couldn’t find any
other housing.”
The end of registration did not
mark the end of problems for
either the students or the adminis
tration.
Woolston noted that his office
anticipates fewer problems Winter
Quarter, “because enrollment goes
down.” And, he noted, departments

should be able to better gauge what
to teach and what to drop, using
Fall Quarter registration as an in
dicator of what courses students
want.
Landini also commented that he
will be meeting with department
chairman and deans to try to work
out some way to again offer
courses required for students*
majors. Under the usual practice
many of these courses were of
fered only once a year, but because
many students couldn’t get into
needed courses, the University will
attempt to repeat them another
quarter.

But, noted Landini, “we had
hoped to be able to add something
like 12 or 15 new faculty positions
to the University.”
If monetary problems can be
solved, the University hopes to be
able to add faculty during the
1972-73 school year.
But if monetary problems con
tinue — and enrollment increases
continue — some students may not
be able to complete their degrees
in the usual four years.
And that problem is.not one the
University officials can solve by
themselves.

WORK IN PROGRESS—Phase 1: Walter Hook begins the painting process
w ith a pencil sketch, then applies an initial application of color and values
to major areas. Phase 2: Basic undercolor is applied to the background.
Phase 3: The final w ork begins to emerge; areas are pulled together in

terms of color, value and form. Cows appear in the background. Phase 4:
Eggs and tablecloth emerge in foreground of completed painting. Hook esti
mates a painting requires 24 contact hours before completion. He often
allows two weeks for further revision before he considers a w ork completed.

Humorist pokes fun at artistic sobriety
By Diane Gaddis

Walter Hook is that different
sort of artist who insists there is
no profound meaning behind the
unlikely scenes that comprise his
canvas world.
His pictorial appreciation for the
less serious aspects of life has
nonetheless earned for him over 60
major awards and established his
reputation in art circles from coast
to coast.
The key to this UM art profes
sor’s vision is humor. And humor
and wit abound in the improbable
juxtapositions of eggs and Indians,

wife and I are in constant dis
agreement as to who will use it.
During one such argument the
cloth was torn. My wife refuses to
mend it.”
The interview was a success,
Hook concluded. Everyone just
relaxed at that point and enjoyed
the humor of what he saw.
Hook has always had an ability
in art though he is a relative late
comer to the profession. His
eighth-grade principal used to buy
his paintings for 50 cents apiece.
“I think he did this to encourage
me,” he said.

‘Association with young people has
helped maintain my vitality’
trains and broken windows, or still
life and round-eyed, inscrutable
cats.
When Hook is serious at all, it
is only about being unserious. “So
many faculty members and artists
today tend to belabor their work,”
he explained. “Art is something I
enjoy. If I can’t do my work for
my own satisfaction, it loses all
its purpose.”
“In one sense, I may be humor
ing those people who have put
aside personal satisfaction in order
to create a reputation or to please
.the critics and the public,” he
said.
Hook enjoys an opportunity to
demonstrate his philosophy for the
benefit of art audiences. Recalling
a recent one-man show at the Bush
Bam in Portland, Ore., Hook de
scribed an interview he held with
the gallery guides.
“The guides were all prepared to
explore the symbolism of my pic
tures,” he said. After discussing
several paintings which he insisted
had no meaning beyond what was
depicted, he came to one with a
tom cloth.
“Now this,” he said, pointing to
the cloth, “suggests marital strife.” |
The guides perked up, he chuck
led. They were sure he was finally
going to tell them what his work
meant.
He continued: “We have only
one tablecloth in the house. My

Yet for many years art was
merely a diversion for Hook. His
real interest lay in the field of
mathematics, and he graduated
from the University of Montana
with a B.A. in math and a nearmajor in physics.
Following a stint in the Navy
during World War II, Hook joined
the UM faculty as a math instruc
tor. The next year he moved into
industry, spending several years
with Shell Development in San
Francisco.
Finally H o o k decided to “take
a crack at the art business.” In
1948 with the aid of the G.I. Bill,
he heade.d for the University of
New Mexico.
Two years later, a master’s in
painting and design completed, he
combined his two interest areas
by accepting a position as a scien
tific illustrator at an Atomic En
ergy Commission weapons project
site.
While the job paid well, Hook
finally concluded the rigorous
schedule aqd continuous pressure
were not for him. At the age of
thirty-six he returned to his home
state, Montana, and accepted a
position as chairman of the art de
partment at Missoula County High
School. The following year (1956)
he joined the UM faculty.
Hook still enjoys math and takes
time to review and keep abreast of
developments in that area.

Campus Briefs
G rizzly N etw o rk
Bill Schwanke, sports director for KYLT, MisJ
,
.
soula, will announce University of Montana
B eg in s B roadcasts
football games this fall for the eleven radio
stations in the “Grizzly Network.” The network includes KYLT, Mis
soula; KBOW, Butte; KSEN, Shelby; KGEZ, Kalispell; KARR, Great
Falls; KOOK, Billings; KLTZ, Glasgow; KBLL, Helena; KXLO, Lewistown; KATL, Miles City, and KOJM, Havre.
S um m er E nrollm en t A record 3,289 students attended Summer Sestr n
A
sion this year, according to the registrar’s ofB reaks Itecoru
fice. The number marked an increase of 60
students over the enrollment for the 1970 Summer Session. Of the 3,289
attending the University in 1971, 1,899 were men and 1,390 were women.
Sophom ore Coeds
Sophomore women may live in off-campus
„ F
housing for the first time this fall. Tom
M ay L iv e Orf-L
p
Hayes, director of University residence
halls, said the women were given the choice of living on- or off-campus
when applications for housing neared the dormitories’ total capacity of
2,476.

Whatever his relative interests
may be, Hook continues to re
ceive acclaim as an instructor.
Early this fall he was one of nine
UM professors named to the 1971
edition of Outstanding Educators of
America. That selection was made
on the basis of his classroom tal
ents, civic service and professional
recognition.
Hook feels strongly about his
teaching experiences. “Association
with young people has helped
maintain my vitality,” he said.
“Not only have I been kept abreast
of what’s going on with younger
people, but I’m also sure I’ve been
influenced by what they’re doing.”
He recalled when, as an instruc
tor in art education, he explored
the problems of teaching art to
children. At that time he developed
a style in his own work charac
terized by childlike art fantasies.
Hook’s humor has carried over
into a firm desire to avoid admin
istrative responsibilities. Oiice a
reluctant candidate for Faculty
Senate, he prepared a mimeo
graphed list of his faults which he
distributed to faculty members.
He assigned sponsorship for the
sheet to the “Hook for Nothing
Club.” Not only was the faculty
amused, but it respected his wishes.
Hook was not elected.
Hook also recalls another oc
casion in which the seriousness of
a situation seemed to call for a
light touch. It was during fall reg
istration, a traditionally hectic time
for all. He was then chairman of
the art department.
For some reason the former
deans of the College of Arts and
Sciences and the School of Fine
Arts got into an extended argu
ment and by the end of the day
were not speaking to each other.
Late that afternoon Hook visited

a downtown florist and ordered
two bouquets of flowers. He sent
one to each of the two men along
with a note of apology and wishes
for a good year. At the end of
each note he affixed the signature
of the other.
The two deans immediately
made up, but were stymied as to
the real source of the flowers.

atively consistent for a while,” he
explained. “But after I have ex
plored the possibilities of that ex
pression, I become bored and move
on to something else.”
He believes his art is shifting
slightly again, though he does not
predict its next direction.
His efforts are not restricted to
canvas. He handles a variety of

‘I want to do what pleases me’
It was not until a year or two
later, when all were present at a
budget meeting, that Hook finally
revealed himself. The time had
come to request special appropria
tions and Hook requested a special
fund for flowers.
Hook is absolutely sincere about
the necessity for individuality in
art.
“One can walk into any gallery
in the country and find imitators of
current art trends,” he said.
“I want to do what pleases me,
regardless of whether it is trite or
profound. Life is too short to do
anything else.”
At an early age Hook had real
ized that he could draw and that
he was clever. “I used to fight
that,” he said. “Now I don’t. I
use what I have, and I have been
much more successful because of
it.”
Hook views change as a vital
part of an artist’s individuality.
“An artist is dead when he decides
not to change,” he said. “We
change as individuals all the time,
even as the circumstances around
us change.”
Hook noted some of the major
changes he had made in his own
work—childlike fantasy, op art,
abstract expressionism. “I am rel-

media including sculpture in metal,
‘Wood, clay and concrete; ceramics
and stained glass.
He admits, however, a preference
for water color. “I control it bet
ter than I do anything else. I
don’t have to battle with it.”
At present he has two studios in
his home, one for three-dimen
sional works, the other for paint
ing.
Hook does have definite plans
for the future. Work is now "pro
gressing on a gallery at his home
which will include his own work
plus some work of others.
“This will not be a public gal
lery,” he emphasized. “Guests will
appear by invitation or appoint
ment.” He envisions the gallery as
a local outlet for his own work and
as an additional diversion for him
and his wife once their children
“take wing.”
Hook also is planning his next
one-man show, a January tour of
the Northwest and Alaska. Prep
aration for the exhibit, to consist
primarily of new paintings, prom
ises to keep Hook fully occupied
for the next few months.

Toole contends University’s role
is to present diverse viewpoints
“Nothing warped, or transient or
sinister or unclean will happen” to
University of Montana students if
they and their professors work to
gether, contends UM professor and
author, K. Ross Toole.
Toole spoke to parents of UM
freshman and transfer students at
the annual Parents Convocation
Sept. 19.
Toole, professor of history and
author of The Time Has Come, said
that university professors repre
sent many factions in society.
Through exposure to their varying
viewpoints, he said, students will
seek out the “truth” and pursue
their own moral, political, social
and economic ideals.
What the “whole University asks
of him (the student) is not that
he adopt one view or the other,”
said Toole, “but that he be skepti
cal of both—as indeed he should
learn to be skeptical of all ex
tremes.”
“The mistake of the critic,” Toole
said, “is in asserting that the Uni
versity espouses one cause or an
other.”
He said the Uniyersity presents a
variety of views and does not en
dorse any one in particular.

“Its (the University’s) function
is to present the whole spectrum
and, having done so, does not de
mand that the students choose one
or the other,” he said. “It merely
demands that he consider where he
ultimately will stand.”
Toole told his audience that the
University faculty is assembled to
demand that students “explore,
think, experiment, create, read,
pose questions and demand an
swers.” The University, with its
almost 9,000 students from widely
diversified backgrounds, provides
a unique environment for these ex
plorations, he said.
The University, Toole asserted,
rather than propounding dogma,
asks students to respect reality.
“The University does not spoon out
certitude,” he said.
Toole noted that the “most re
markable thing about those who
regard the University as a propa
ganda tool aimed at subversion, is
that they have not looked very
closely at young Americans.”
“The vast majority of your sons
and daughters are tough-minded
and alert,” he said. “It is very
difficult to hoodwink them.”

SCIENCE COMPLEX DED
ICATION — D. L. Blackstone, head of the University
of Wyoming Department of
Geology, dedicated the $3.15
million Science C o m p l e x
during the 1971 Homecom
ing activities. The complex
was dedicated to the late
Charles H. Clapp, UM presi
dent from 1921 until his
death in 1935. Blackstone, a
native of Chinook, attended
the University during Dr.
Clapp’s tenure as president.

Curtain rises on stage o f 7 0 s
"The problems facing today’s University actors are not necessarily those which
faced performers of the past. W e may be witnessing the breakdown of profes
sional theater because we are losing a sense of community, and theater is a
communal activity. It is our hope that here, in Montana, we can make theater a
vital experience, not just entertainment. To do this we must communicate the time
lessness of good drama in the one way unique to theater, actual contact with
people.”
—Holland Meinholtz, UM drama instructor
A maze of narrow, concrete stairways
interconnect the small production rooms
that comprise the University of Mon
tana’s backstage world. On one level is
the costume room with lingering traces
of stored garments and new fabrics; on
the next, the lighting system; and on
another, the makeup room, with lighted
mirrors, countless jars and the unmis
takable odor of greasepaint.
Like the processes of theater produc
tion itself, the physical facilities of the
drama department suggest organized
chaos. Critical communication between
different areas is maintained by an in
tercom system which is in constant op
eration during the weeks preceding a
performance.
The actual dynamics of a performance
are aptly summarized by Tim Paul, a

graduate student in drama. “There is a
certain organization that does go on,” he
said. “It is a deliberate, dedicated pro
cess with all points converging on open
ing night—lighting, sets, props and ac
tors coalesce to form a single work of
art.”
And in spite of the obvious handicaps
created by an inadequate production
area, outstanding performances continue
to delight University and Missoula audi
ences.
Drama has played a significant role
in the cultural life of UM since 1895
when the University officially opened
its doors.
Two literary societies, the Clarkia for
women and the Hawthorne for men,
joined with the Athletic Association to
produce the earliest University plays.
While no drama instruction was of

fered during these early years, the fledg
ling dramatists advanced under the able
direction of Daniel Bandmann, a promi
nent Shakespearean actor who first dis
covered the charm of Missoula while on
a tour of the West.
Eventually Bandmann retired to a
ranch outside the town and donated his
talents to the community. His opening
University production, “Blow for Blow,”
greeted Missoula audiences in 1899.
During that same year, work was com
pleted on the first campus buildings,
among them Main Hall. This new struc
ture, which included a 450-seat assembly
hall, alternated with downtown theaters
as the site for University productions.
In 1904 the first formal drama group
was organized, the Quill and Dagger
Society. This later became known as
the Montana Masquers (1916), a title

"It is entirely up to the students to bring the performance off.”
The Department of Drama leans to
ward a program that emphasizes produc
tion, with as many student opportun
ities as possible, according to Richard H.
James, chairman of the department.
“We encourage them to go out and act,
and go out and direct, and go out and
design,” he said.
Drama students Jhave a variety: of di
rections to go in search of these kinds of
activities.
The “most ambitious project of the de
partment,” according to James, is the
Montana Repertory Theater.
The MRT was established to provide
semiprofessional theater to the Rocky
Mountain states, many areas of which
had not seen repertory theater for more
than 50 years. The MRT also is the only
touring theater that travels over such a
wide area, covering everything from the
“tiniest towns to the largest cities,”
James said.
The MRT was founded in 1967 by Fir
man H. (Bo) Brown Jr., former drama
department chairman, under a grant
from the Montana Arts Council. Addi
tional grants have been awarded by the
National Endowment for the Arts and
the Federation of Rocky Mountain
States.
Facilities, equipment, professional staff
and matching funds are provided by the
University of Montana.
The MRT provides year-round thea

ter to the Missoula area, and each spring
tours Montana, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming
and eastern Washington.
The repertory company, which consists
of about 30 people, travels by bus and
truck, playing in high school gymnasi
ums as well as large, well-equipped
theaters.
James said one of the purposes of the
company is to carry good scenery, cos
tumes and lighting to people who or
dinarily do not have the opportunity to
see a full theater production.
The theater traditionally presents a
serious drama and a light comedy while
on tour.
Members of the MRT are selected
through intensive auditions and must
meet the rigid standards of the company.
Outstanding upperclassmen, faculty and
staff members, and regional actors are
eligible for parts in MRT productions.
Prospective members must be able to
perform in a professional theater capa
city, have experience with other or pre
vious touring units and be capable of
maintaining the highest caliber of thea
trical professionalism. Preference is
given to performers from the Rocky
Mountain region, although qualified peo
ple from outside the region are given
consideration.
Support of the MRT is a “year-toyear thing,” James said. The company
is financially a “losing proposition,” he

said, depending on grants for funding.
Communities where the company per
forms are unable to pay guarantees to
bring professional theater to their area.
Thus the MRT offers its performances at
“bargain” prices, James said.
The Montana Repertory Theater is a
“drawing card” for students and faculty,
James said.The drama department has always
done a lot of touring, James said, which
helps students develop a great sense of
responsibility. “When they are many
hundreds of miles from home,” he said,
“it is entirely up to the students to bring
it (the performance) off.”
Drama students also have opportuni
ties to participate in many other theater
activities on campus and around the
state.
Some students have founded summer
theaters and many participate in thea
ters in Bigfork, Virginia City, Coeur
d’Alene and other areas during the
summer months.
Two recent UM graduates, Jim Caron
and Don Collins, founded the Missoula
Children’s Theater. They are beginning
their second season this year.
Students get a variety of experience
within the drama department, James
said. The department presents several
major productions each year, and stu
dents are required to have experience in
all facets of acting, directing and techni
cal work before they graduate.

ABOVE RIGHT: Dale Haines,
senior in drama, plays a middle
class Jewish wife supervising the
marriage of her daughter in the
Masquer Sum m er Theater pro
duction of “Plaza Suite/* a com
edy by Neil Simon. RIGHT: “The
Conversion of Charlie Leeds” is
an original one-act play w ritten
by David Ferguson, who received
his master’s degree in playwrit
ing last summer. The play con
sists of a series of improbable
events which culminate w ith
Charlie’s ultimate heroic gesture,
his own hanging. Pictured from
left to right are drama students
Rick Stokes and George Cowan,
recent UM graduates; Steve Rid
dle, junior, and Jim Max son, for
mer UM student. LEFT: John
Keegan protests as Vladimir Ve
lasco emerges wearing nothing
but a towel from the bathroom
of Keegan’s girl friend, played
by Sally Bailey. The three drama
majors appear in a scene from
“Cactus Flower,” a comedy by
Abe Burrows, presented by the
Masquer Sum m er Theater.

still employed to designate the honorary
campus dramatic club.
For many years thereafter drama re
mained an extracurricular activity. Uni
versity staff members volunteered their
services in addition to maintaining full
time teaching assignments.
Alexander Dean joined the English
faculty in 1920 as director and drama
coach. The twenty-seven-year-old in
structor imbued the drama program with
new fire.
One of his major productions was
L e o n i d Andreyev’s “He Who Gets
Slapped,” the world’s first stage produc
tion in English of the Russian play.
Dean instituted a sound theater calen
dar for the campus.
Whereas plays previously had been
undertaken at the inclination of students
and staff, Dean’s yearly schedule out
lined six major performances, one of
which would tour the state, a series of
plays before invited audiences, and a
program of student-directed productions.
Dean’s arrival also inaugurated the
teaching of theater as an academic en
deavor, though he still divided his time
between English curricula and courses in
direction and drama.
Dean later joined the Yale School of
Drama and authored one of the most im
portant books on stage direction.
The next key figure in University
theater was Carl Glick, a native of Ham
ilton, Mont., who had previously been a
student at the University and active in
campus theater.
Shortly after his arrival in 1925, Glick
set out to create a little theater in the
south end of Simpkins Hall.
In spite of crowded seating conditions
and a limited backstage area, Simpkins
Little Theater remained the home of the
theater group until 1935 when the new
Student Union (now the Fine Arts
Building) was completed.
Barnard J. Hewitt, later chairman of
the drama department at the University

of Illinois, joined UM’s drama faculty in
1932. His precise direction encouraged
a new emphasis on character portrayal
and also spurred the construction of
highly imaginative sets.
Hewitt was a consultant in plans to
build the new Student Union. However,
a number of revisions resulted in a
multi-purpose area which, in effect,
compromised all interests. The auditor
ium remains the present site for major
University theater productions.
Additional courses were added to the
drama curriculum during the 1920s, but
a degree was not offered until the 193940 academic year when the University
permitted a combination major in speech
and dramatics.

By Diane Gaddis,
Robin Tawney
and Christie Coburn
LeRoy W. Hinze, an M.A. graduate
from Cornell, arrived on the Missoula
campus in the fall of 1947 and endeav
ored to make drama a major field of
study. His efforts were successful,
though the program remained within the
framework of the English department
until 1953 when drama became a separ
ate department in the newly organized
School of Fine Arts.
In 1949 Hinze reactivated the Simp
kins Little Theater as a more intimate
setting, for theater productions.
Under Hinze’s direction the drama de
partment continued to provide a varied
roster of classical and contemporary
plays, experimental drama and chil
dren’s theater programs.
Firman H. (Bo) Brown Jr. joined the
drama faculty in 1956 and continued to
rejuvenate the program.
Drama activity returned to the Fine
Arts Building (the old Student Union),
and the Simpkins Little Theater offi
cially closed.

The following year a large room on the
ground floor of the Fine Arts Building
was remodeled to create the 100-seat,
two-sided Masquer Theater. It remains
the site for student-directed plays, or
iginal one-act plays and the Masquer
Summer Theater.
The summer of 1957 saw the first or
ganized summer theater in Missoula.
The eight-week stock program provides
academic credit for students engaged in
drama production.
Masquer Summer Theater continues to
provide audiences with a five- to eightweek program leaning heavily toward
contemporary Broadway productions.
Brown continued the tradition of tak
ing major University productions to out
lying Montana communities. His players
achieved national recognition in 1964
when their production of “The Fantasticks” went on an Asian tour. Again in
1968 troupers took a production of “The
Unsinkable Molly Brown” on a tour of
the Northeast Command i n c l u d i n g
Greenland, Iceland, Newfoundland and
Labrador.
In the fall of 1959 a third faculty
member was approved for the depart
ment and authorization granted for a
master’s degree program.
Richard H. James, an M.A. from
Northwestern University, joined the fac
ulty in that year and instituted a number
of technical innovations. Among these
was a modern theatrical lighting control
system permitting infinite pre-set light
ing effects through the use of miniature
controls.
Ten years later James became depart
ment chairman.

Critics now acclaim theatrical per
formers as “skillful,” “brilliant” and
“imaginative,” yet in the past actors
were characterized as offbeats and
freaks.
Although the drama profession has
gained in respectability through the
years, John L. Lester, acting dean of the
School of Fine Arts, insists some educa
tors fail to consider a performance as a
scholarly endeavor.
“Performing in the theater is of tre
mendous value if you keep in mind that
to perform plays of a certain period,
considerable research is involved,” said

ON THE ROAD AG AIN —M RT troupers wave an energetic farewell to the
University campus before embarking on their annual tour of the Rocky
Mountain region. In its fifth season this year, the group plans a spring tour
of five states w ith “You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown” and “Hamlet.” The
only semi-professional repertory company in this region, the group brings
theater to areas which have no other contact w ith live drama. Portable sets,
scenery, costumes and lighting are transported in rented vans while a bus
carries troupers to engagements.
is on a conditional basis because of in
adequate physical facilities, James said.
He said the department’s physical
problems stem from the forced adapta
tion of a building that was not designed
specifically for theatrical productions.
The Fine Arts Building, which also
houses the art department, was the first
student union building at the university.
Although the building has a 1,463-seat
auditorium, its acoustics are poor and it
has no dressing rooms. Actors must
change costumes in classrooms, where
proper accommodations are unavailable.
Sets and props used in current produc

Accreditation of the drama department is
conditional because of inadequate facilities.
Lester, who has been active in musical
productions at the University of Mon
tana for 32 years.
Research in the UM Department of
Drama is evidenced by its ability to pro
vide accurate costuming and sets which
are representative of the periods of the
plays presented.
Research is only one of many areas
which students may emphasize in their
undergraduate or graduate years.
Students who want a liberal arts edu
cation with some specialization in drama
may take one-third of their total credits
in drama and graduate with a bachelor
of arts degree. Those who wish more
intensive training in research, acting,
costuming, set designing or lighting
spend one-half of their time at the Uni
versity enrolled in drama courses and
receive bachelor of fine arts degrees.
Master of arts and master of fine arts
degrees also are offered.
Richard H. James, chairman of the
drama department, said the University
has built a reputation in the Northwest
for producing “artists of considerable
worth.”
One of UM’s most popular graduates
who “made it” is Carroll O’Connor, who
plays Archie Bunker in “All in the
Family,” a television satire about urban
family life. O’Connor received a Dis
tinguished Service Award from the UM
Alumni Association during 1971 Home
coming activities.
Roger DeBourg, a former UM instruc
tor who received his M.A. at the Univer
sity, is performing with the Candlelight
Dinner Theater in Chicago.
Another UM graduate, Jim Baker, is
with the Milwaukee Repertory Theater
in Wisconsin. Previously he performed
with the American Conservatory Thea
ter in San Francisco.
Although the motivation for producing
professionals is apparent from the en
thusiasm expressed by members of the
drama department, facilities at the Uni
versity make instruction difficult.
The department is housed in the Fine
Arts Building, and some classes are held
in the Venture Center. Properties and
sets are stored at Fort Missoula, five
miles from the UM campus.
Accreditation of the department by the
National Association of Schools of Thea
tre of the American Theatre Association

tions are stored beneath the stage. Shop
facilities are totally inadequate, James
said.
The shops, “rehearsal rooms,” theater
and other facilities are the laboratories
for drama classes, he said.
Since the larger University Theater
is used by many other departments for
lecture classes, it usually is unavailable
for drama rehearsals. Thus rehearsals
are moved to empty classrooms or hall
ways, where space is not being used.
The University had requested author
ization to seek funds for a Montana Cen
ter for the Arts from the 1971 state legis
lature, but the request was killed in
committee. The proposed center would

have provided urgently needed facilities
for theater at the University.
Despite the limitations of the drama
physical plant, students are enrolling in
drama courses at a record rate. The de
mand for drama classes will increase as
students, who no longer must fulfill
group requirements, turn to the arts as
a means of self-expression, James said.
James’ department is the largest in
the state with 80 declared student
majors, 12 of whom are graduate stu
dents. James hopes the number of
majors will stay below 100 because
“there is no value in great numbers—
students must receive individual atten
tion.”
Already registration in lower division
drama courses has been restricted, he
said, because of the shortage in facilities
and personnel. The drama department
employs six faculty and four staff mem
bers.
The increased enrollment in drama
courses would justify the hiring of ad
ditional staff, James said, but funds are
unavailable to pay new salaries.
For a state which sees mostly regional
talent, the effects of the drama depart
ment’s plight may become obvious. If the
present situation continues—with the
drama department squeezed into its
cramped quarters and “getting by” with
too few professors—not only will the
quality of stage productions decline, but
the quality of the academic program will
suffer and accreditation could be lost.
Such a trend would be the first of its
kind in the history of drama at the Uni
versity of Montana. Since 1895, the
direction has always been up.

REAL LIVE F A N TA SY—“Dancing Donkey,” a Children’s Theater produc
tion, recreates the imaginative world of a child w ith fanciful settings and
artful costumes. Pictured are Mark McKeon, left, a former UM drama stu
dent, and David Pichette, right, a junior in drama who recently starred in
this season’s first production, “Master Builder” by Henrik Ibsen.

alumnotes
’00 to ’19
Nat S. Little ’15 resides in the
Valley View Estates Nursing Home,
Hamilton. He lived in Mystic,
Conn., for several years as an art
ist.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart McHaffie
J.D. ’17 (Evalyn Thomas ’17) cele
brated their golden wedding anni
versary on June 13, 1971, in Sacra
mento, Calif.
’20 to ’29
Glenn Chaffin x’20, Corvallis, is
the author of a recently published
book, “The Last Horizon.” The new
book tells the story of Chaffin’s
ancestors who migrated from the
deep south and the midwest to the
Bitterroot Valley in 1864.
Jessie M. Bierman ’21, Hon.
D.Sc. ’67 has returned to her home
on Flathead Lake after serving as
visiting professor for six months at
the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, and as a consultant to
the World Health Organization in
Geneva, Switzerland.
Mrs. Ernest A. Bryan (Mable
Knutson ’21) recently returned
from a tour -of Denmark and Nor
way.
Thomas M. Pearce ’23 will have
two books published in October
1971: “Oliver La Farge,” a biog
raphy and critical study of his Pul
itzer Prize winning novel “Laugh
ing Boy” (1929) and other writings,
and “Southwest Heritage,” a liter
ary history with bibliographies,
third edition.
B. F. Thomas x’23 is preparing
to work on a series of paintings of
all the original ranger stations on
the Nezperce National Forest,
Grangeville, Idaho. The paintings
will be used by the Forest Service
for historical record.
F. C. Koziol ’24 has retired after
42 years with the U.S. Forest Ser
vice and four and one-half years
as director of the Utah State Park
system.
Virgil E. Wilson J.D. ’25, Cor
ona, Calif., has sold his General
Motors dealership in Southern Cal
ifornia which he operated for 18
years. His wife, the former Estelle
Fletcher x’33, is a librarian for the
local school district.
Harold E. Blinn ’27 taught polit
ical science and public administra
tion at the University of Arkansas
for one year following two years of
retirement. He now lives in Den
ver, Colo.
Bill Garver ’27, Gainsville, Ga.,
toured 21 states on his summer va
cation this year, visiting several
UM alums on the way.
H. E. Robinson ’27 is a corporate
vice president of R & D Swift and
Company, Frankfort, 111.
Mrs. Kenneth P. Davis (Mary
Shope *28) is president of the Yale
University Women’s Organizations.
DonaI Harrington ’28 has spent
the last year traveling in Europe,
Asia, New Zealand, Australia,
Thailand, Bali, Singapore, Hong
Kong and Japan.
Herbert E. Schwan ’28 spent the
past year in Spain with his wife,
daughter and three grandchildren.
John H. Bolton x’29 retired July
31 as senior vice president of the
Northwestern Mutual Insurance
Group of companies, Seattle, and
as chairman of the board of Olym
pic National Life Insurance Co. He
and his wife, the former Florence
Merigold x’29, will continue living
in Seattle.
J. E. Corette x*29, J. A. McEltoain ’43, J.D. ’47, Colin Raff ’35,
J. C. Hauck J.D. ’34 and J. J. Burke
’50, J.D. ’52 were re-elected to the
board of directors of the Montana
Power Company, June 16.
Mrs. A1 Mather (Kinga Gayeski
’29) and her husband operate a
160-acre orchard in the lower Yak
ima Valley in Washington. Follow
ing their retirement in November
they will live in Packwood, Wash.
Fred C. Walker ’29 has retired
after 38 years with the Bureau of
Reclamation.
*30 to ’39
Henry Hough, x’30, formerly of
Billings and longtime Denver resi
dent, is secretary-treasurer of the
Governors’ Interstate Indian Coun
cil. His book, “Development of In
dian Resources,” is used in a num
ber of colleges and universities as
well as by the Indian tribal coun
cils.
Charles A. Joy ’30, Hon D.Sc. ’54
is chairman of the local branch of

Sons In Retirement in Los Gatos,
Calif.
Lewis R. “Ty” Cobb ’31 has been
director of travel development for
the State of Colorado for 25 years.
He is the second oldest state tour
ist promotion director in the coun
try.
D. Dee Cooper ’31, M.E. ’39 has
been executive secretary of the
Montana Education Association
since 1953. He serves on the board
of directors and the executive
committees of the Horace Mann
Insurance Companies. He is past
president of Phi Sigma Sigma, a
national fraternity of executive of
ficers of Professional Education
Associations.
Richard G. Lillard M.A. ’31,
West Hollywood, Calif., has been
appointed chairman of the Depart
ment of English at California State
College, Los Angeles.
Mrs. Thomas N. McFarland
(Veneta Slack x’31), Denver, Colo.,
was elected vice president, mem
bership, of the National Academy
to Goodwill Industries at the Dele
gate Assembly of Goodwill Indus
tries of America held in Milwaukee,
Wise., last June.
T. Clyde Banfield ’32, M.E. ’40
is associate professor of chemistry
at General Motors Institute in
Flint, Mich’. He has taught chem
istry for 39 years.
Emmett Buckley x’33, Butte, is
retiring in December after 42 years
with the Montana Power Company.
He was manager of the Tax and
Insurance Department.
Von Robert Mackenstadt ’33
toured Europe via rail from April
25 to June 25 this year.
Irvin | Shorty” Shope ’33, wellknown western artist and a life
long resident of Montana, served as
grand marshall for the Last
Chance Stampede Parade in Hel
ena last August.
Col. Robert E. White (Ret.) ’33
has been appointed assistant to the
general manager at the Carefree
Inn, Carefree, Ariz.
Mrs. Charles Trumbull (Mary
Castles *34) team teaches in a math
lab with her husband at Green
River College, Auburn, Wash. She
also teaches in the Auburn Senior
High School.
Jerry B. House ’35, Vacaville,
Calif., has retired from the Na
tional Park Service.
Dick O’Malley x’35, former Mon
tana newsman and onetime resi
dent of Butte, has written a book
about Butte entitled “Mile High,
Mile Deep,” which will be pub
lished by the University of Mon
tana Press. He has served as
Associated Press bureau chief in
Paris and Moscow and is now chief
of bureau in Frankfurt, Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Wilson x*35
(Virginia R. Wilson ’60) toured
Europe for five weeks this summer
with their son, Jim Wilson *68,
who has been teaching math in
Germany the past year.
Mrs. Jose J. Jimenez (Rebecca
H. Rixon x’36) received an award
and certificate for Sustained Su
perior Performance as a legal sec
retary in the U.S. Attorney’s office
in Los Angeles, Calif. Last Decem
ber she received her 25-year pin
for federal service.
Mrs. George P. Sarsfield (Mar
garet Davis ’37) has been ap
pointed new dean of women at
Montana Tech, Butte. She has
taught at Tech since 1954 when
she became a part-time instructor
in the Department of Physical Ed
ucation. She now holds the position
of assistant professor.
Mrs. H. L. Schiess (Betty Lee
Miller *37) is traveling in Europe
with her daughter, Joan, who just
graduated from the University of
Avignon, France.
Melvin L. Schneider *37 has re
tired from the office of county
superintendent of schools, Libby.
He is continuing with his hobbies
of art and sculpture and is prepar
ing to publish a thesis of special
interest to elementary teachers and
their supervisors.
Mrs. Walter Everly (Ellen Hill
’38) teaches in the Butte School
District 1.
Mrs. David B. Harris (Virginia
Wilcox Harris ’38) and her hus
band have retired near Harrison,
Ark., where they own the Flying
H Ranch.
Mrs. L. John Lutticken (Gladys
K. Staffan son *38) works in the
establishment of learning clinics
and teaches educationally handi

capped secondary students in San
Francisco, Calif.
Mrs. James E. O’Keefe (Lois J.
King ’38) works for the San Diego
County Welfare Adoption Services.
She formerly taught school for 15
years in Southern California.
John C. Harrison x ’39, associate
justice of the Montana Supreme
Court, has been named president
elect of the National Tuberculosis
and Respiratory Disease Founda
tion. He will take office at the na
tional group’s annual meeting next
year in Kansas City, Mo., becoming
the first Montanan to head the na
tion’s oldest voluntary health or
ganization.
George B. Maxey *39 is on a sab
batical leave from the University
of Nevada, Reno, and will spend a
year as consultant in hydrology to
the Atomic Energy Commission in
Las Vegas.
’40 to ’49
Eugene W. Barrett *40 recently
retired from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. He was superintendent of
the Seminole agency in Hollywood,
Fla.
William H. Bartley ’40 has been
promoted to district director of the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service for the Buffalo, N.Y., dis
trict of the Department of Justice.
Robert E. Jones ’40 is president
of Hellgate, Inc., a real estate in
vestment company, and is vice
president and director of the First
State Bank of Missoula and Fair
way shopping center.
William H. Peterson ’40 has re
tired from teaching at Imperial
Beach, Calif., and now lives in
Palm Springs.
James P. Smith x’40 is the gen
eral manager of EngineeringScience of Alaska, consultant engi
neers. He is involved in a variety
of projects in Environmental En
gineering.
Col. and Mrs. O. W. Danielson
(Bunny Vial *41) and their son
have hosted an Argentine girl in
their home for the past year.
S. L. Groff ’41, M.A. ’54 has been
named acting director of the Mon
tana Bureau of Mines and Geology
at Montana Tech, Butte. The profesor is certified professional geol
ogist and chief, groundwater-fuels
division.
Bill Homing ’41 is head pf Horn
ing and Associates, Vancouver,
Wash.
Mrs. George F. Massey (Betty L.
Johnson ’41) is employed at Phoe
nix Union High School.
RtLssell K. Anderson ’42 recently
celebrated 25 years in the retail
pharmacy business as owner of the
Libby Rexall Pharmacy, Libby.
During this time he supervised
pharmacy internships for 10 UM
pharmacy graduates.
Robert I. Penner x’42 is presi
dent of Citizens First National
Bank, Wolf Point, and has been
appointed to the board of directors
of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis, Helena Branch.
Vernon Spencer ’42, adjunct as
sociate professor of administrative
medicine, School of Public Health
and Administrative Medicine, Co
lumbia University, New York City,
spent two months this summer in
Sumatra as the guest of the Indo
nesian government to inspect their
health and hospital system. During
this time he completed a trip
around the world and visited hos
pitals in Manila, Tokyo, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Bangkok, New
Delhi, Kuwait, Beirut, Athens,
Zagreb, Frankfort and Amsterdam.
He was the recipient of the Jesse
H. Neal Award for 1971, given an
nually by the American Business
Press for Outstanding Journalism.
Earl Christensen ’43 is a partner
in the law firm of Connally, Bove
and Lodge, Wilmington, Del.
Col. Richard H. Kern ’43 is
working in the office of Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Pentagon, Wash
ington, D.C.
Robert L. Kitt J.D. *43 owns
Kansas Claims Service in Salina
and is engaged in insurance claims
investigation in 15 counties in
north-central Kansas.
Mrs. Jack Paladin (Vivian Hilden x’43) won first place nation
ally in an annual writing contest
sponsored by the National Federa
tion of Press women. She is editor
of “Montana, The Magazine of
Western History,” which took the
first place prize for a magazine
edited by a woman.
Leonard C. Smith ’43 teaches
medical biochemistry to first year
medical students at the newly es
tablished medical center at Indiana
State University.

W. R. Fallis *45 recently trans
ferred from Forest Service Division
of Range Management, Washing
ton, D.C., to Albuquerque, N.M. He
is in Assistant Regional Forest
Range and Wildlife Management.
Lillian E. Jarussi M.A.E. ’46 and
Loretta A. Jarussi M.A.E. *46 have
retired from teaching in the Red
Lodge school system and are living
in Red Lodge.
Wilbur Swenson *46, M.E. ’51 has
been Havre Junior High School
principal for 19 years.
Thomas F. Joyce *47, J.D. *49 is
a partner in the law firm of Bur
gess, Joyce, Prothero, Whelan and
O’Leary in Butte.
Richard R. McElroy *47 works in
public affairs in Homewood, 111.,
and his wife, Joy W. McElroy *48,
is employed as an editorial assist
ant for Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
publishers of college textbooks.
Russell D. Giesy ’48, M.E. ’53 has
been promoted from high school
principal to superintendent of
Whitefish schools.
Richard F. Kerr *48 has been ap
pointed vice president and general
credit manager of Federated De
partment Stores, Inc., New York
City.
Mrs. Richard D. Tobin (Jackie
J. Fagrelius *48), Lakewood, Colo.,
was recently elected president of
the Denver Alumnae Chapter of
Delta Gamma.
Waldemar Olson M.E. ’49 has
been chairman, Department of Ele
mentary Education, University of
Florida, Gainesville, since 1967.
’50 to ’59
Donald H. Criswell ’50 is a mem
ber of the board of directors for
the “Any Boy Can Club” which
works with disadvantaged boys in
San Diego, Calif. He is also on
the board of directors for the 600member San Diego Life Under
writers Assoc, and the “Young
Life” Christian High School Clubs
covering San Diego County.
John F. Dunning *50 is a health
administrator for the State of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill. His
wife, the former Louise M. Kieckbusch x’49, works at the Central
Carolina Bank.
Frank J. Fitzgerald *50 is a li
brarian in Mullan High School,
Mullan, Idaho. He is active with
Valley Community Theatre group.
John D. McRae ’50, associate pro
fessor, College of Pharmacy, Uni
versity of Minnesota, was selected
“Most Distinguished Teacher” by
the 1971 graduating class in the
College of Pharmacy.
James L. Murphy *51, Reno,
Nev., is with Semenza, Kottinger
and Mullen, accounting firm, and
is president-elect of CPAs of Ne
vada.
Vernon W. Ott ’51 is district
manager, Southern California, of
Cal-Pharm, Inc., the pharmacy
chain subsidary of Lucky Stores,
Inc.
Eva M. Thom *51 is employed at
the Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
White Oak, Md., as a nuclear phy
sicist.
Bem t F. Westre ’51 has been
elected to a two-year term as pres
ident of the National Association of
Lighting Maintenance Contractors.
Lt. Col. Thomas Anderson *52
graduated from the U.S. Army
War College, Carlisle Barracks,
Pa., last June.
Donald E. Seese ’52 is senior
vice president and controller of the
Wells Fargo Bank, San Francisco.
Robert E. Smith *52 is staff in
terior designer for Ambassador
College, Pasadena, Calif., Big
Sandy, Tex., and Bricket Wood,
London, England.
Mrs. Dale Wing (Joan M. Gib
son ’52, M.A. *54) is working with
the U.S. Civil Service Commission
as associate director, Communica
tion and Office Skills Training
Center, Bureau of Training, Wash
ington, D.C.
Thomas H. Blankenship ’53 has
been appointed director, Office of
Peaceful Nuclear Explosives, Ne
vada Operations Office, USAEC,
Las Vegas.
Jean’ne Shreeve *53, chemistry
professor at the University of
Idaho, Moscow, presented several
papers at the Inorganic Interna
tional Chemistry Association meet
ing at Durham, England, last July.
Edward W. Anderson ’54 is head
basketball coach at Sammamish
High School, Bellevue, Wash. He
also assists in football and base
ball and is a calculus and trigo
nometry teacher.
Richard V. Clearman ’54 re
ceived an MSBA from Boston Uni
versity last June and will be an

ROTC instructor at UM during the
1971-72 school year.
Mrs. John Krueger (Connie Peek
*54, M.A. ’56) is owner of “Peek’s
Antiques” in Bloomington, Ind.
She will spend six months in Co
penhagen, Denmark, where her
husband will be at the Central
Asian Institute.
David A. Leuthold ’54, M.A. *60
spent four months with his family
in New Zealand, where he con
ducted research on the political
system.
John G. Miller M.A. ’54 has been
appointed counselor and professor
of psychology at Sangamon State
University, Springfield, 111. Form
erly he held a partnership in a firm
which provides general psycholog
ical consulting services to industry
and business in California.
Richard J. Preuss *54 was pro
moted to the rank of colonel last
July. He and his wife, the former
Donna Jo Potter *48, live at Ft.
Sam Houston, Tex.
Tom Tidyman ’54, an engineer
ing geologist with the State of Cal
ifornia for 12 years, has begun
work on the Perris Dam, the final
project of California’s state-long
aqueduct project. He and his wife,
the former Barbara A. Mellot ’56,
live in Hemet, Calif.
Karl Chamberlain ’55 recently
returned from a tour around the
Pacific Ocean.
J. David Penwell *55 was ap
pointed general counsel for Big
Sky of Montana Inc., in 1970, and
was recently elected secretary of
the organization.
Mrs. James W. Gebhart (Marion
Shepard Gebhart ’56, M.A.E. *70)
organized the Stevensville Histori
cal Society in 1968. The society’s
300-page book, “Montana Genesis,”
is being published and will be on
sale in November.
Mrs. Matilda M. M. Johnston ’56,
M. E. *60 is a first grade teacher at
Rattlesnake School and is first vice
president of the Missoula Elemen
tary Local Unit of the Montana
Education Association.
Elmer Carosone ’57, M.E. *61, a
teacher and boys’ counselor in the
Anaconda Junior High School for
16 years, was named principal of
Anaconda Senior High School last
July.
James E. Cutts *57, Concord,
Calif., teaches high school English
in the Mt. Diablo Unified SchoolDistrict.
Arthur L. Dahlberg x*57 was re
cently promoted to western re
gional sales manager, Standard
Packaging Corp. He and his wife,
the former Karen L. Schirm *60,
live in Los Angeles, Calif.
Edward A. Ilgen *57 was .trans
ferred to the corporate personnel
staff of Hewlett-Packard Co. in
Palo Alto, Calif. He and his wife,
the former Dorothy P. Gynn x’59,
live in Sunnyvale, Calif.
William H. Todd *57, Palo Alto,
Calif., is employed by Varian As
sociates as a product manager in
the Electrophotography Group.
Lt. Col. John G. Bishop ’58, M.E.
’71 is director of logistics at Yuma
Proving Ground, Yuma, Ariz.
Msgr. Anthony M. Brown Ed.D.
’58, who earned the first doctorate
awarded by UM and was president
of Carroll College in Helena for
seven years, has been named presi
dent of the College of Great Falls.
Dr. Clyde A. Crego Jr. *58 is di
rector of clinical services, Counsel
ing Center, University of Missouri,
Columbia.
Major William K. Good Jr. *58
was selected for the U.S. Army
command and general staff college
commandant’s list upon graduation
last June at Ft. Leavenworth, Kan.
John T. Greer *58 teaches math
in Brea-Olinda High School, Brea,
Calif.
Mrs. Robert E. Howard (Ronnalie J. Roper *58, M.A. *60), former
instructor at Northern Montana
College, has been appointed dean
of the college and associate profes
sor of English at Wilson College in
Chambersburg, Pa.
Mrs. Arthur N. Jensen (Hazel
Jensen *58) has completed 17 years
of teaching in the junior and high
school system in Superior. She has
operated the Bellevue Hotel-Motel
in Superior for the past seven
years.
John A. Kavanagh ’58, *59 has
been promoted to colonel in the
Venezuelan Army. He is com
mander of a military engineering
battalion in the state of Bolivar
and is in charge of construction of
a road which will cross the Gran
Sabana and link his country with
Brazil.
Roy F. Nelson *58 has been pro-

alumnotes
moted to cashier of the Security
Trust and Savings Bank in Billings.
Ronald B. Paige ’58 has been
elected vice president of Merrill,
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith,
Inc., of New York City. He has
been with the securities firm in the
utilities division for three years.
Doris M. Sweeney M.E. ’58 is
assistant supervisor in Business
and Office Education, Minnesota
Department of Vocational and
Technical Education, Saint Paul,
Minn.
Fred A. Weldon ’58, Ph.D. ’71
has been appointed as the assistant
director of the UM Counseling
Center.
Jeff Watson ’58 works for Gor
don Neon Co. in Denver, Colo.,
and was recently selected as sec
retary of the employee’s profit
sharing fund.
Maj. Richard D. Benson ’59 was
selected for the U.S. Army Com
mand and General Staff College
commandant’s list upon graduation
last June at Ft. Leavenworth, Kan.
James T. Clay ’59, ’60 is owner
and operator of Public Drug Co.,
White Sulphur Springs.
Capt. Janies B. Christian ’59 is
an instructor in the Political Sci
ence Department, USAF Academy,
Colorado Springs, Colo
James G. Harbolt ’59 will gradu
ate from Drake University Law
School, Des Moines, Iowa, next
December. After taking the Iowa
State Bar exam he will join the
legal staff of American Republic
Insurance Co. in Des Moines as as
sistant general counsel.
Marcella Kocar ’59 received her
Ph.D. degree in business education
from the University of North Da
kota in May. She is currently an
associate professor at Morehead
State University in Morehead, Ky.
Howard Johnson ’59, former
football coach at Missoula Sentinel
High School, has been named head
grid mentor at North Bend, Ore.
’60 to ’69
Arthur M. Buis ’60 has joined
the Spokane investment firm of
Blyth and Co.
■Gail Guntermann ’60, a member
of the Peace Corps since 1965, was
language coordinator for the Peace
Corps training program in Peru
and Honduras, South America,
during 1969-71. She is currently
in the Ph.D. program in foreign
languages at Ohio State University.
Charles F. Jordan ’60 received
his 10-year service pin from the
National Credit Union Adminis
tration in Littleton, Colo.
Philip Kimery ’60 is lumber
manager for the Evans Products
Sawmills in Golden and Donald,
British Columbia.
Samuel R. Noel x’60, assistant
vice president at the Seattle First
National Bank, recently graduated
from Pacific Coast Banking School
at the University of Washington,
Seattle.
Bruce L. Olson ’60 has been
transferred from Butte to Billings
as manager of Hartford Insurance
Claims Office.
Major Wayne Pedersen *60 is
budget officer for Keesler AFB,
Miss.
David Poncin ’60 is employed on
the Fisher River District of the
Kootenai National Forest, Libby.
Mrs. Grace Siniff ’60, M.A. ’63,
Great Falls, has retired from teach
ing at the age of 70.
Capt. Stanley Underdahl ’60 is
currently working on his doctorate
in history at Columbia University,
New York. Previously he taught
for two years in the History De
partment at the Air Force Acad
emy, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Thomas D. Anderson *61 is aqua
tic director with the Parkrose
School District, Portland, Ore.
Ronald B. Chase *61, Ph.D. ’68
is associate professor of geology at
Southern Colorado State College,
Pueblo. He and his wife, the
former Judith K. Manzari *62, are
members of the Pueblo symphony.
Dr. Donald D. Hubbard ’61, a
physician at the University of
Washington Children’s Orthopedic
Hospital and Medical Center, has
been awarded a one-year clinical
fellowship by the United Cerebral
Palsy Research and Educational
Foundation.
Fred H. Johnson *61 has been pro
moted to supervising accountant,
assistant to the chief accountant,
California Institute of Technology
in Pasadena, Calif.
Clinton D. O’Neil *61 has joined
Simpson Timber Company as man

Lorentz Edward Lorentzen ’64
teaches elementary school and is
pastor of the Christian and Mis
sionary Alliance Church, Kinuso,
Alberta, Canada.
Mrs. Gerald R. McManus (Carlyn Jakes McManus *64) was sec
retary for USAID, Vientiane, Laos,
during 1967-70. She Currently lives
in Athens, Greece, where her hus
band works for the American Em
bassy.
Gary R. Oltrogge x’64 has been
employed by the Linn County Ju
venile Court for the past three
years. He entered the University
of Northern Iowa in September as
a graduate student in College Stu
dent Personnel Services.
Mrs. Robert Pletsch *64 (Helen
L. Heeb ’64) now lives in Elmira,
N.Y., where he plans to set up a
private voice studio.
Rose Rauch *64 teaches kinder
garten in Great Falls.
Leonard G. Reith ’64 has been
promoted to general sales man
ager in the Nu-West Development
Ralph
Corp., Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
A. Lintz
Frank Sovka *64, *66, M.E. ’69
has been named superintendent of
Victor schools.
Charles M. Stone *64 is stationed
at Edwards AFB, Calif., 4200th Op
erations Evaluation and Training
Squadron, as chief of maintenance
Edward Peters *62 is employed for the flight testing of the FBby Allstate Insurance Company as 111A Bomber.
Randolph Urbanec *64, M.B.A.
operating division manager.
P. Roy Poulsen *62 works for the ’68 is sales manager for Urbanec
Forest Service at Spotted Bear Motors Inc. in Glendive. His wife,
Ranger Station in Hungry Horse. the former Katherine E. Harstad
Joseph E. Reber *62, J.D. *65, ’68, is public relations director,
Helena, is vice president of First journalism instructor and assistant
librarian at Dawson Junior Col
Judicial District Bar Association.
Lou O. Aleksich Jr. ’63 is with lege.
Kent Webster *64 received his
the trust department of Midland
M. B.A. degree from the University
National Bank in Billings.
George W. Baldwin ’63 is claim of Hawaii last August.
Grover B. Aldrich *65 was trans
supervisor for the Aetna Casualty
and Surety Co., Seattle, Wash. He ferred to the Kaniksu National
is also state vice president of the Forest, Sandpoint, Idaho, where he
will be a contract specialist.
Washington State JCs.
Gary A. Bingham ’65 is a for
Lawrence L. Budden ’63 was
ester for Burns BLM, Bums, Ore.
promoted to assistant store man
Capt. Fred V. Calder *65 is with
ager of the International Harvester
Post Headquarters at Ft. Campbell,
Company, Walla Walla, Wash.
Robert Campbell *63, J.D. *67, Ky.
Robert L. Crippen ’65 is man
Missoula attorney, was appointed
Montana chairman for the Young ager of the tax department for the
Lawyers Drug Education Program. firm of Peat, Marwicke, and
Mitchell, Denver, Colo.
Don F. Dunwell ’63 is news di
William W. Ensign Jr. *65' has
rector for WHYY-*TV in WilrMhg-/
ton, Del., and Philadelphia, Penn. been promoted to supervisory bud
Clarence Gaylen Freeman ’63 get and accounting analyst in
is superintendent-principal of the Hamilton on the Bitterroot Na
tional Forest.
Bridgeport Elementary School Dis
trict, Bridgeport, Calif.
Lt. Jean Evenskaas ’65 attends
Dennis Harlowe *63, J.D. *66 the Armed Forces Air Intelligence
School at Lawry AFB, Denver,
practices law with the firm of Gor
don, Thomas, Honeywell, Malanca, Colo.
Peterson, O’Hern and Johnson in
Gerard D. Hertel ’65 completed
Tacoma, Wash. His wife, the for
his course requirements for his
mer Katy Felker *64, is a counselor Ph.D. degree in the Department of
at Hunt Junior High School.
Entomology at the University of
Thomas S. Hines Jr. *63 works at Wisconsin last June. He is an as
Hines Motor Supply, wholesale sociate entomologist with the For
automotive supply house, Billings. est Service’s Naval Stores and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray D. Lampi ’63 Timber Production Lab in Olustee,
(Judith Yurkovich Lampi *63) live Fla.
in Spokane, Wash., where he is
Joseph E. Hoppel ’65 works on
assistant manager, Branch Office, the Denver Post copy desk, Den
Washington Trust Bank, and she is ver, Colo.
a medical technologist in the Holy
James H. Koessler ’65 received
Family Hospital.
his M.A. degree from Harvard
Larry L. Luke ’63 completed his Business School last June.
MA.. at Eastern Washington State
Gene Leonard ’65 is head foot
College in 1970. He is a choral and ball coach at Sentinel High School,
band director in the New Lynn
Missoula. He also teaches social
wood High School, Lynnwood, studies and assists with wrestling
Wash.
and track.
Lt. Preston O. Petre *63 is on a
Raymond M. Overgaard ’65
six-month cruise, serving as chief works in the Honolulu, Hawaii, of
engineer on the USS Josephus fice of Dean Whitter, Inc.
Daniels, DLG27.
Jerry Sinclair ’65 has moved his
Samuel J. Shummon ’63 is a real geological consulting firm from
estate broker in Modesto, Calif.
Weybum, Saskatchewan, to Cal
Mavis Tremblay ’63 has returned gary, Alberta, Canada.
to the University of Manitoba to
Mrs. Franklin G. Stull III (Lin
complete work on a master of da L. Bavian ’65) is employed with
social work degree.
Pacific Rim Import Distributors,
Seattle, Wash.
William L. Bourret *64 was pro
Patrick C. Sweeney *65 is chief of
moted to senior account analyst,
Military Justice Section, Base Staff
Personal Lines Department, Trav
elers Insurance Company, Great Judge Advocate office.
Falls.
Robert C. Vosse ’65 has been pro
Bill FitzGerald ’64 is senior sys
moted to sales superintendent for
tems analyst for Martin Marietta Sears Roebuck and Co., Minneapo
lis, Minn.
Corp. in the Denver Aerospace Di
vision.
Raymond Winn *65 is Navy lieu
Sharon Flynn ’64 teaches French tenant flying the A-4 Skyhawk. He
in Long Beach, Calif. She is treas
just completed an 8-month Viet
nam cruise.
urer of the Foreign Language As
sociation in Southern California.
Capt. Albert L. Barr *66 who
Capt. Gary W. Hall *64 is with served six months in SEA, is a Bthe 20th Tac. Ftr. Wing at R.A.F. 52 navigator, stationed at Griffiss
Upper Heyford, England, where he AB, N.Y.
flys F-111E as part of the U.S.
James J. Braley *66 is chief phys
commitment to N.A.T.O.
ical therapist at South Fulton Hos
H. Rick Jones *64 was appointed pital, College Park, Ga.
national brand manager for Borton
Charles H. Bultmann ’66 is Ore
Brand Inc., new light whiskey, gon sales manager for GTE. He and
his wife, the former Sally L. Car
“Borton’s Qt.”
Nancy A. Long *64 is technical rol ’64, reside in Beaverton.
co-ordinator, Radiation Therapy,
Doug Eamon ’66, M.A. ’68, who
University of Utah Medical Center, spent two years in the Peace Corps
in South America, is working on a
Salt Lake City.
ager of plywood purchasing, Seat
tle, Wash.
E. M. Risse ’61 has taken a leave
from his professorship in the Arch
itecture and Urban/Environmental
Studies at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute in New York to direct the
Highlands Project, a community
development program.
Severt R. Rist ’61 is assistant
superintendent of schools, Camp
bell County School District, Gil
lette, Wyo.
John G. Datsopoulos *62, Hong
Kong, will visit Missoula during
Homecoming in October, 1971.
Ralph A. Lintz ’62, M.B.A. ’67
has been named manager of the
Marketing Planning Department of
Great Northwest Federal Savings
and Loan Association.

Ph.D. in psycholinguistics at the summer school program for the
University of Michigan.
past two summers.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Siddique ’67
Joe Gerbase ’66, J.D. ’69 and
John L. Hilts J.D. *70 have become (Sharon Browning *67) are living
associated in the general practice in Jakarta, Indonesia, where he is
of law with Anderson, Symmes, a member of the Indonesian dip
Forbes, Peete & Brown, Billings. lomatic corps.
Dennis Tate *67, Pleasanton,
Charles H. Hawkins III ’66 is
timber manager for Del Conner Calif., has been elected to the
Lumber, Inc., Darby.
board of directors of Southern
Alameda C o u n t y Life Under
Charles G. Hubbard ’66 is serv
ing the U.S. military forces in writers Association. He recently
Korea with the American Red had an article published in Life
Cross as assistant field director at Association News titled, “Life and
Camp Red Cloud near Vijongbu Health Insurance in Action.”
Michael J. Thompson *67 is in
city, 17 miles north of Seoul.
J.
Michael Kinsella M.A. ’66, terning at Deaconess Hospital,
Ph.D. ’69 has a NIH post doctoral Spokane, Wash., after receiving a
traineeship at the University of doctor of medicine degree from the
University of Oregon.
Florida, 1970-71.
Jon Tovson ’67 has been awarded
Capt. Jon A. Krutar *66 is an
instructor in economics at the Air a U.S. Public Health Service grant
Force Academy, Colorado Springs, to study for a master’s degree at
Colo.
East Tennessee State University,
Mrs. B. M. Langaunet (Judy Johnson City.
Rohrer *66) teaches music at East
David L. Wendte *67, certified
Junior High School, Great Falls. public accountant, is assistant con
Robert E. Lovegrove ’66 is work
troller, Security Trust and Savings
ing on a Ph.D. in economics at Bank, Billings.
Colorado State University.
William W. Wertz J.D. ’67 has
Mrs. Donald R. Marble (Harriet been selected associate attomeyMarble ’66, M.S. ’68), Chester, has in-charge of the labor law division
been appointed to the Montana En
of the law department of the U.S.
vironmental Quality Council.
Postal Service at its San Francisco
Ernest L. Norbeck, ’66 is sta
field office.
tioned at Ft. Carson, Colo.
Gary L. Whited *67 received a
Michael L. O’Connor *66 is an master of arts degree from The
operations officer with Bothell, Pennsylvania S t a t e University,
Wash., State Bank. His wife, the University Park, in June.
former Billie K. Rainville ’66, is
Mrs. Barbara W. Aune (Bar
director of Canyon Park Child bara Ward x’68) sells real estate
Care Center.
in Newport Beach, Calif.
Ralph R. Osborn M.E. ’66 is
Brent Cromley J.D. *68 is with
counselor and admissions officer the Billings law firm of Hutton,
for vocational education, Lewis- Schlitz and Sheehy.
Clark State College, Lewiston,
Mrs. Roger Eddy (Wanda J.
Idaho. His wife, Anabel H. Os
Criger ’68, M.A. *69) teaches at
born M.A. ’68, is assistant professor Mount Royal College Conservatory
and coordinator of speech funda
of Music, Calgary, Alberta, Can
mentals there.
ada. Her husband is a park warden
David E. Payne *66 is on a three- in Kootenay National Park.
year assignment for Haskins &
David T. Kearns ’68 is a gradu
Sells in Paris, France.
ate assistant in the UM History
David M. Rorvik *66 writes that Department and is working toward
Doubleday & Co. published his new a master’s degree in history.
book, “As Man Becomes Machine:
Manfred Koczur *68, military
The Next Step In Evolution,” in civic action officer at Binh Thuy
September, and “Brave New Baby: AB, Vietnam, has been promoted
Promise and Peril of the Biological to captain in the U.S. Air Force.
Revolution,” in May.
Martin Lawrenz x’68 is a funeral
Terry N. Turner *66 is branch director for Michelotti-Sawyers
manager of the Secoma Branch of Mortuary, Billings.
Seattle, Wash;, First National
Austin B. Mason III *68 works in
Bank.
the Sudbury Fire Tower for the
Mr. and Mrs. Marion L. Wold- Massachusetts Department of Na
stad (Joni M. Sears *66), East Gla
tural Resources, Division of Fire
cier, are ranching.
Control.
Carl L. Yeckel *66, M.A. *69 is
Douglas F. Moher *68, Toronto,
working on a Ph.D. in history at Ontario, Canada, is advertising
the University of Colorado and also manager for Grand & Toy Ltd.,
is a purchasing agent for a Denver suppliers of office supplies, print
firm which supplies custom kitch
ing, and business furniture.
ens, baths, etc., for condominium
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Neuman
developments.
(Stevie M. Lahti *68) are ranching
Terrance J. Bergren ’67, with the north of Vaughn.
Office of Special Investigations,
George A. Redding *68 received
U.S. Air Force, is stationed in Viet
a juris doctor degree from the Uni
nam.
versity of Colorado in May.
Dr. Jerry Bums *67, who gradu
Dr. and Mrs. William K. Schuy
ated from Washington University ler (Mickie Murphy *68) are living
Dental School in June, is with the in Hawaii, where he will be sta
Public Health Service, Juneau, tioned with the Army for three
Alaska.
years.
Mrs. Colin Carter (Angela EtchCapt. Robert Vandegenachte ’68
epare ’67) and her husband live in is on a tour of duty in Vietnam.
Lausanne, Switzerland, where he
Jess D. Baty x’69, Army ser
is on the faculty at the University geant, received the Army Com
of Lausanne in the Graduate mendation Medal during ceremo
School of Business.
nies near Quang Tri, Vietnam.
Dale A. Harris *67 is executive
Jim Eggensperger *69 is working
director of the Montana Constitu
on a master’s degree in journalism
tional Convention Commission.
at Columbia University, New York
Walter G. Kirkpatrick *67 is an City.
instructor in speech, DePauw Uni
Douglas M. Greenwood J.D. *69
versity, Greencastle, Ind.
has become associated in the prac
Robin L. McCann *67 is a psy
tice of law with the firm of Loble,
chotherapist at Wohl Mental Health Picotte, Loble, Pauly & SternInstitute, St. Louis, Mo.
hagen, Helena.
Michael C. Nash *67 is a person
Lt. Larry O. Guay *69, a weather
nel management specialist for the forecaster, is on duty at Nellis
Bureau of Reclamation, Boise, AFB, Nev.
Idaho.
Harry Lee Horn Jr. M.A. ’69 is
Harold E. Nordstrom ’67 is work
an assistant professor of psychol
ing on a postgraduate degree in ogy at Huron, S.D., College.
geology at Washington State Uni
Linda Kobitisch *69, M.A. ’71 is
versity, Pullman.
a speech therapist with the Glenrose Province General Hospital, a
rehabilitation center for multiple
handicapped children and adults,
in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
Lt. Alexander J. MacKenzie *69
is a pilot on “Dust-off I,” Ft. Lewis,
Wash., medical crew, M.A.S.T.
Thomas
program.
Schilke
Robert B. Murphy *69 is em
ployed by B & H Drilling, Fishtail,
Mont. His wife, Billie J. Murphy
’68, teaches home economics and
business subjects at Columbus
High School.
Lt. Kurt W. Russo *69 has served
Thomas Schilke ’67, M.S. ’68 as an agricultural advisor, 29th
teaches junior high science and Civil Affairs Co., U.S. Army in
biology in Anchorage, Alaska. He Hue, South Vietnam, since Oct. 15,
has been responsible for initiating 1970. He will return to the U.S.
and coordinating an outdoor educa
this fall to complete active military
tion program in the elementary duty.

Gifts Boost
Book Fund

The Friends of the Library are currently
offering a 9” x 12” reproduction of this color
painting by Montana artist Les Peters for
contributions of $15 or more to the Alumni
Association Library Book Fund Drive.
The painting depicts Fort McKenzie, a fur
trading post which was built in 1832 on the
west bank of the Missouri River between
Great Falls and Helena.
Each reproduction is carefully hand-num
bered, and only 500 will be distributed on a
first-come, first-serve basis. The offer rep
resents the second in a series of prints by
nationally known Montana artists which have
been made available to alumni and friends
through the Friends of the Library. The first
was a pen and ink sketch by “Shorty” Shope,
which is still available in limited supply.
Les Peters x ’39 lives in Great Falls where he
has his artist studio. He began painting pro
fessionally in 1945, and specializes in wildlife
art.
He has sold his paintings mainly to private
collectors throughout the country, and also
to various art galleries, such as the Crossroads
of Sport in New York City.
Copies of the painting are limited, so mail
your check soon to Book Fund Drive, Alumni
Center, University of Montana, Missoula.
Please include a request for the color print.

Two generous donations to the
UM Library have boosted the
Alumni Association Library Book
Fund contributions to $105,000.
Dr. Lawrence Ulvestad x’27,
Short Hills, N.J., donated $1,300 to
the Library Drive for the purchase
of a valuable microcard collection
in memory of his late wife, Eloise
Walker Ulvestad ’27. The set in
cludes the U.S. serial set and
American state papers, 35th to 39th
Congresses, 1857-1867, in micro
print. Mr. Ulvestad made his selec
tion from a list of the library's
special needs, published in Janu
ary Profiles.
William J. Gallagher '25, Mis
soula, a UM Foundation trustee
and board chairman for Westmont
Tractor Co., recently donated
$2,519 to the Foundation for a new
University swimming pool and for
UM Library Book acquisitions.
$1,500 will be used for swimming
pool preplanning, including the site
location and the type of pool
needed. The balance of $1,019 will
be used for the purchase of library
books.

Reunion classes to pledge gifts
Results from last year’s “Give
$25 on your 25th” campaign were
so encouraging that gift fund com
mittees representing all three re
union classes are working on
similar fund raising campaigns this
year.
Committees representing t h e
classes of 1921, 1936, and 1946 will
contact class members to ask for
donations of “$25 on your 25th,”
“$35 on your 35th,” and “$50 on
your 50th.”
The anniversary gift will be used
to help provide scholarships for

needy students, incentive awards
for faculty members, and emer
gency aid to students through the
Student Loan Fund, which are not
available through state assistance.
Members of the gift fund com
mittee of the class of 1946 include
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bennetts
(Marilyn Hillstrand), chairmen,
Great Falls; Mr. and Mrs. William
Curran, Missoula; Mrs. Raymond
Peete (Dorothy Angstman), Bil
lings; Mr. Mike Donovan, Helena;
Mr. George Caras, Missoula, and
Mr. Joseph Mudd, Great Falls.

Committee members of the 1936
class include Mr. Arthur Deschamps, Jr., chairman, Missoula;
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Dion
(Gladys Swanson), Glendive; Mrs.
J. Brooks Robinson (Eleanor
Speaker), Great Falls; Mr. Frank
Hazelbaker, Dillon, and Mr. Hal
Stearns, Harlowton.
The 1921 class committee mem
bers include Mr. William Walterskirchen, chairman, Missoula; Mr.
Lambert DeMers, Arlee, and Mr.
Harry Adams, Missoula.

marriages

Mary Stark to Nils Rosdahl *01.
Dawn M. Espelin *11 to Arnold
K. Schandelson.
Cherie L. Dachs to Joseph F.
Shevlin '70.
Laura Hagen to Steve Smith *11.
Glenna J. Christofferson *11 to
Paul A. Volberding.
Rosemary A. Rice *11 to Ray M.
Waters x’69.

Kenneth A. Coe (Margaret S.
Fisher ’64)
Sharon Claire to Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Cunin Ph.D. ’69 (Bertha Hoff
man Cunin M.A. ’69)
Mark adopted by Mr. and Mrs.
Edward C. Eberly ’69
Thomas Carl adopted by Capt.
and Mrs. Robert Wayne Harsha *61
(Heidi Clark Harsha *61)
Eric Roy to Capt. and Mrs. Jon
A. Krutar ’66 (Diane L. Rives *61)
Andrew Nathan to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Liffring *66 (Audrey C.
Robinson ’66)
Kari Noel to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
D. Olson (Jill Christianson ’50)
Daniel Coy to Mr. and Mrs. Sam
B. Ragland Jr. '59
Margaret Clary to Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Rose III (Willie M. Gough
*61)

Barbara A. Latta x'73 to James
K. Benish '70.
Peggy J. Haugen M.A. '71 to
Charles W. Bloom Jr. '57.
Veronica A. Groomes M.E. '71 to
Gary A. Boeholt '66, '71.
Janice Maddox to James J. Braley '66.
Kathleen A. Mills '70 to Dennis
L. Bugge '70.
Angela Etchepare '67 to Colin
Carter.
Susan K. Poitevin to John Carveth '69.
Robin L. Laurence '70 to Bradley
D. Cockhill.
Esperanza Leal to Leonard S.
Davis '66, J.D. '69.
Sharilyn S. Livingston '66 to
Robert L. Dayton x’73.
Wanda J. Criger '68 , M.A. '69 to
Roger Eddy '70.
Sally Huestis '69 to Russ C. Frerichs.
Judy Thyfault to Michael Grunow *11.
Vicki Scalise x’72 to Neil Hart
man '68.
Margaret A. Lavold '68 to Robert
E. Henderson.
Ellen L. Williams '69 to Stephen
S. Henry *65.
Sarah A. Prentice '71 to Michael
T. Kohler.
Marlene L. Mathison M.E. '68 to
Jack T. Lawson '51.
Anita Schroeber x'71 to Stanton
Lewis '64.
Joy V. Maricich *10 to Gary R.
Managhan *10.
Linda K. Hanson to Frank L.
Meeker M.A. '69.
Carolyn A. Ronchetto *11 to
Martin V. Melosi x'70.
Janice Driscoll '71 to Jim Nu
gent *10.
Pauline B. Bourquin '63, M.E. '66
to Henry Oldenburg '61, M.A. '67.
Cherie R. Beete '67 to John R.
Page.
Linda A. Tripp x*73 to Larry R.
Payne *71.
Susan J. Holstrom '68 to Bruce
H. Quande '67.
Bonnie Pfeifle *69 to Robert
Raeth.
Sharon L. Adams to Patrick C.
Ragen *10.
Sharon E. Flerchinger to Nor
man E. Resler '71.
Julie L. Duncan ’71 to Harold W.
Robbins *10.

births
Amy Marie to Mrs. and Mrs.
Richard K. Aldrich '66, J.D. '69.
Ann and Tony, sister and broth
er, adopted by Mr. and Mrs. Shir
ley C. Ashby (Norma R. Beatty
’57).
Katrina to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Carmody (Kathleen J. Carmody
’63).
Robin Lynn to Mr. and Mrs. Ro
bert R. Friauf Jr. '66.
John Jacob to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Govednik '60.
Patricia Jo to Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam J. Haley (Jo Ann La Duke
’56).
Aaron Matthew adopted by Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Hash (Theodora
A. Rudis ’63).
Dana Michelle to Dr. and Mrs.
Norman L. Holy (Judy Orcutt ’58).
Tina Marie to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas S. Johnson (Elaine Barrett
*60).
Kaprice Sandra to Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas A. Kienitz *62.
Kristoffer Helleran to Mr. and
Mrs. Hallas Ridgeway (Teresa E.
Drivdahl ’58).
Jeffrey Scott to Mr. and Mrs.
Kay W. Roberts *62.
Susan Marie to Mr. and Mrs. A.
P. (Lou) Sullivan *62 (Hazel C.
Wilson ’61).
Travis John to Mr. and Mrs.
John P. Tidy man '56 (Susan Cum
mins ’59).
Willow Ann to Capt. and Mrs.
Robert Vandegenachte '68.
Blake Wood to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter W. Walker (Geraldine J.
Tierney ’62).
Darcy Lee to Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur C. Barz (Sandra L. Brown
'65).
Dana Rae to Lt. Cmdr. and Mrs.
Donald F. Bissell '56
Elissa Gay to Rev. and Mrs.
Peter Clark ’66 (Marjorie M. Clark
’65)
Cynthia Louise to Mr. and Mrs.

in memoriam
Donald A. Anderson ’31, busi
ness education instructor in Walla
Walla, Wash., High School for 25
years.
Mrs. B. A. Bradbury Jr. (Jean
Jewell ’68), killed in a two-vehicle
accident near Kaycee in central
Wyoming; employed in a govern
ment testing program for under
privileged children at Harlem in
1969-70; past year was school psy
chologist for the Billings Public
School; worked to establish the
Crisis Center in Billings.
Mrs. James Craig (Helen Wil
liamson *31) died July 2 at Shelby.
Allen Guest ’53 died April 28 at
Letterman General Hospital, Pre
sidio, San Francisco, following
heart surgery.
Charles B. (John) Harrington
x’46, president of the Harrington
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., Butte; for
seven years served on the national
board of directors of the Pepsi
Cola Co.
Mrs. Adrien L. Hess (Florence
Batson ’30), Bozeman; taught at
Jordan, Bridger and Fort Benton
high schools; member of the staff
at Montana State College for over
20 years.
Howard F. Kenna '51, '60, Liv
ingston; owner of Trower Phar
macy; formerly a salesman with a
m an u f a cturing representative's
firm in Butte; active in sports and
civic organizations.
Mrs. C. M. Olsen (Kathryn
Eamon ’34) died February 6 in
Brownsville, Tex.

Commemorating^^^^
THE WORLD’S 1st NATIONAL PARK
The United S tates Most Significant Ecological Contribution

YELLOWSTONE

Cen tennial Medals
****************************************
1972 marks the 100th Anniversary of Yellowstone Park. Yellowstone,
the world’s first national park, was established in 1872 and was this
nation’s first public manifestation of its concern for the preservation of
its natural environment.
The UM Alumni Association, through the Roche Jaune Inc. of Kalispell, is offering to alumni, families and friends the first two in a series
of YELLOWSTONE CENTENNIAL MEDALS depicting the history, fa
mous landmarks and wildlife of Yellowstone National Park. The medals
are the first in a continuing series of national park commemoratives
issued by Roche Jaune, the official medalist for the national park system.
The medals are issued in the size of silver dollars, and are available
in bronze and a limited number edition of .999 silver.
A must for serious collectors of quality art medals and everyone con
cerned with America’s ecological heritage.

Colter Medal
1%” .999 Pure Silver
Serialized—$14.75

[“] Colter Medal
1%” Solid Bronze
Unserialized—$8.75

Catlin Medal
1%” .999 Pure Silver
Serialized—$14.75

I I Catlin Medal
1%” Solid Bronze
Unserialized—$3.75

Send Checks, Cash, Money Order
Name ---------------- -------------------- -------...________....
A d d ress_____________________________________
City, S ta te __________________________________ _
Zip C ode_________________ ____________ ______
Total M edals______ L Enclosed $

•

UM Alumni Center
University of Montana

Missoula, Mont. 59801

